
ECOLAB HI-TEMP HANDLE
y Ergonomic 22.5” handle designed with a 

nonslip hand-stop and grip ball helps keep the 
user a safe distance from hot surfaces and liquids 

y Hi-Temp universal handle features a quick 
release mechanism for easy removal of brush
heads and a hanging hook for 
convenient storage

ECOLAB #60226-00-00
SYSCO #1961549

ECOLAB HI-TEMP HOLDER 
y Flat surface makes cleaning easier, while the arched

design maximizes tool surface contact

y Fitted Hi-Temp Pad works to remove build-up in 
between coils and on flat surfaces

ECOLAB            #60226-01-00
SYSCO #1961803

ECOLAB HI-TEMP DETAIL BRUSH
y L-shaped, thin profile allows head to fit in 

between heating tubes and coils where soils 
accumulate

y Designed to reach tight areas in fryers (gas, 
electric, low oil volume (LOV) or traditional)

ECOLAB #60226-03-00
SYSCO #1961566

ECOLAB® HI-TEMP CLEANING TOOLS

ECOLAB HI-TEMP PADS
y Single pad can be used for multiple 

cleanings (rinse after each use)

y Box of 10 pads 

ECOLAB #60226-04-00
SYSCO #1961816

The Ecolab Hi-Temp Fryer Tools along with our Ecolab Polishing Pad Holder and Griddle Squeegee have
been developed to compliment your product and provide a complete high temperature equipment
cleaning program for your customers.

ECOLAB HI-TEMP TOOL STARTER KIT 
Ecolab’s Hi-Temp Tool Starter Kit contains what you
need to be on your way to cleaning fryers and other
kitchen equipment faster, easier, and safer. 
Contents include:

y One Ecolab Hi-Temp Handle

y One Ecolab Hi-Temp Detail Brush

y One Ecolab Hi-Temp Double-Sided Brush

y One Ecolab Hi-Temp Pad Holder 

y One Box of 10 Ecolab Hi-Temp Pads

ECOLAB #60226-93-00
SYSCO #1959453

FOOD SAFETY SPECIALTIES INC.

ECOLAB GRIDDLE POLISHING PADS
y Single griddle polishing pad can be used for multiple

grill cleanings (rinse after each use)

y Box of 10 pads

ECOLAB            #60225-07-00
SYSCO #0065324

ECOLAB GRIDDLE POLISHING PAD HOLDER 

y Quickly removes burnt-on food soil from hot 
griddle surfaces

y Ergonomic design with an extend reach keeps 
employees a safe distance from the heat

y Lightweight and durable with a heat tolerance of 
up to 450°F

ECOLAB #60225-06-00
SYSCO #0065280

GRIDDLE SQUEEGEE
y Heat-resistant squeegee quickly removes griddle

cleaner into grease traps 

y 20” handle keeps employees a safe distance from
hot griddle surfaces

ECOLAB #60225-04-00
SYSCO #7149725

HI-TEMP GRIDDLE CLEANING TOOLS
USE WITH DEGREASER

HI-TEMP FRYER TOOLS
USE WITH FRYER CLEANER

ECOLAB HI-TEMP 
DOUBLE-SIDED BRUSH
y Wedge-shaped brush head fits well into 

corners while bristles assist in cleaning crevices 

y Top mounted bristles, combined with the 
angled head, help access hard-to-reach areas

ECOLAB #60226-02-00
SYSCO #1961552

Easier. Faster. Safer.


